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Electronic Earful
Cochlear implants sound
better all the time

Imaginethreading a \\ire through a
snail shell a millimeter wide at its
\Iidest point. The \\ire is an elec-

trode, the bon)~spiral a region of the
inner ear knO\\n as the cochlea. The
reason for trawling this path7 To stim-
ulate the nearby auditory nerves elec-
trically so a deaf person can perceive
sound. This concept was hyped well
before the first cochlear implant was
approved for llse in adults by the Food
and Drug Administration in 1985. One
speaker at a meeting of the National
Academy of Sciences went so far as to
declare, "We are going to clear out the
schools for the deaf."

That has not happened and won't.
Only people \Iith profound sensori-
neural hearing loss in both ears who
cannot be helped by hearing aids can
receive cochleilr implants. This type
of dl'<1flless is caused by damage to
the 1.:.1.100 sellsory hair cells that line
Ihe norm,,1 cochlea and transform the
llwchal1lcal \ibrations of sound waves
mlo ner\\.' impulses. Implants use elec-
trudes as stilnd·ins for the cochlear hair
cells. So far fe\\er than 3,000 de\ices
h,l\e been implanted, although hearing
e:\perts estimilte that 250,000 or more
patients could derive benefits. But coch-
IeM implants haw improved consider-
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ably during the past five years illld may
soon attrJct more candidates.

The first \ersions to be appnned b)
the FDA collected sound and transmit-
ted it by electrical induction through
the skin to a lone electrode in the in-
ner ear. Such single-channel devices
made by 3M Company and others could
help just a few patients to comprehend
speech, whereas most people got only
the marginal benefit of sound a\\<1re-
ness. They are no longer sold in the
U.S., obsenes Bruce j. Gantz, director
of the Cochlear Implant Research Cen-
ter at the University of Iowa. "It be·
came pretty obvious that multichilnnel
devices ilre superior," he says.

One such device, a 22-channel im'
plant made by Cochlear Corporiltion
in Engle\\ood, Colo., earlier this year
became the first to \\in IDA appro\'-
al for use in children between two and
17 years of age. Previously only adults
who lost their hearing after acquiring

speech \\ere eligible for implants of
any kind .

In Cochlear's device, a battery·pow·
ered speech processor \\om on the
belt or in a shirt pocket selects and
encodes a range of sound "features,"
from the low frequencies of aah's to
Ihe peaks of £55t. Coded digital sig-
n,lls are then transmitted to the elec-
trodes implanted in the inner ear via
radio frequency transmission. Presi-
dent Ronald E. \,'est notes, "We're try-
ing to help with sorting out and pro-
cessing the frequencies most impor·
tant to speech comprehension."

hen more electrodes are planned for
future models. "The results indicate
Ihat more stimulation is better, al-
Ihough it's not a linear relationship,"
declares Graeme M. Clark, a research-
er at the University of Melbourne in
Australia. Clark developed the digital
speech processor in Cochlear's appara-
tliS and has studied cochlear implants
since 1967. He suggests that if a par-
ticular frequency is very important, it
might help to stimulate not just one
but sewral electrodes in an area.

No matter the number of electrodes,
one design consideration stirs endless
debate among manufacturers: What is
the best way to process sound? One
promising strategy has been developed
b) Blake S. Wilson and co·workers at
Research Triangle Institute and Duke
University in North Carolina, (The work
is supported by the Neural Prosthesis
program of the National Institutes of
Health.) The approach presents sound
as high-speed, nonoverlapping electric
pulses. "We used to send signals a max-
imum of 300 times a second. Now we
send them 1,000 times a second," he
explains.

Patients are achieving improvements
in speech comprehension of 5 to 162
percent when this pulsed strategy is
used, Wilson reports. Rapid pulses let
patients appreciate the temporal de-
tails of speech, crucial to the identifi-
cation of most consonants, he explains.
To perceive the word "pop," for exam·
ple, a person needs to hear the two si-
lences between the p's on either side of
the aah, "It's like tl'le\ision, where sta-
tionaf)' pictures are sent fast enough to
be seen as a whole," Wilson says.

'reI pulsed sound de.li\"('f)' may be
more effective for some patients than
01hers, Gantz observes, "It may be that
some patients, such as those \\irh poor
nlT\e suni\al, respond belter 10 anil-
log sound transmission,"\nalog trans,
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missIOn compresses a wide range of
frequencies into a smaller dynamic
range'. The sound is sent in continuous-
ly larying waves. Because it is still not
possIble to predict preoperatively how
a patient \\ill respond to a particular
strategy of sound conversion, compa-
nies are keeping their options open.

..SlIlce nobody else can come to
agreement on how to process sound,
\\l' flgured we \\eren't smart enough to
do It either," says Joseph H. Schulman,
chief scientist al MiniMed Technologies
in SI Imdr, Calif. So his company is de-
Idoping a IG-(;hannel implant that can
worK with rngi~ll or analog processors,
pubatile or not, o\'('r large or small
dynamic ranges. Schulman expects the
deljce to be in clinical trials within a
fel\ months.

Smith & Nephew Richards, Inc., as
well. is looking at combining both ana-
log and pulsallie approaches in the
same delice. The Memphis, Tenn., firm
has an implant trade named Im'raid in
c1irucal testing. It sends simultaneous
stimulation to four of six electrodes.

\\here the stimulation occurs in the
cochlea may be just as important as
the IIltensity of the stimulation, sug-
gests I\largaret w. Skinner, director of
the cochlear implant program at Wash-
ington University School of Medicine in
St. Louis. One of the most desirable
goals-and most daunting obstacles-
is to assign frequency bands to dif-
ferent dectrodes so that signals are
sent to the proper place in the coch-
lea. Low frequencies stimulate regions
deepest inside the cochlea; higher ones
those in the outer spiral. "Where do
the maximum comfort levels sit when
all the electrodes are playing-do some
need to be eliminated because they're
not contributing or are detracting7"

Skinner asks.
Researchers are eager to advance

the trend toward implanting younger
patients so they can take full advan-
tage of the time when speech devel-
ops readily. Gantz says, "We're trying
to find out if there's a critical window
in which the devices work best."

That goal will be particularly chal-
lenging in children younger than two
years. Clark explains that although ev-
eryone's cochlea is adult size at birth,
there \\ill be growth in the rest of
the cranium. "We need some system
of I\ire lengthening so that the wire
can be extended without being bound
dO\\TI by scar tissue or pulled out." It
has been done in children older than
two ~ears by neatly looping wire in a
tJal bag. "The technique sounds rather
low tech," he says apologetically, then
chuckles. "It's about the only aspect of
this neld that is." -Deborah Erickson

Bug-Eyed
Gradient-index lenses
bend light to order

Inhuman and insect eyes the light is
bent at an ever increasing angle as
it moves through tissue. This pro-

lides more focal power by shortening'
the length at which rays are focused.

Unfortunately, the lenses in eyeglass-
es, cameras and other common optical
devices do not usually work so well.
That's because the spherical surfaces
of these lenses refract light rays at
their curved edges more than they do
at the center. This spherical aberration
creates a fuzzy image that results from
diversion of some of the light from
its desired focal point. The lens maker
can make corrections by painstakingly
grinding a lens into an aspherical shape
or by adding more lenses, which can
introduce new defects of their own.

Since the turn of the century, optical
designers have been trying to imitate
bug eyes by making lenses from glass
in which the refractive index varies as
light rays move through the lens. But
building such gradient-index properties
required sophisticated computers to
work out the cumbersome calculations.

Today a handful of companies are
producing what are known as GRIN, or
gradient-index, lenses. The. lenses have
a refractive index that varies either
from center to edge, a radial gradient,
or from front to back, an axial gradi-
ent. A lens with a radial gradient focus-
es light more strongly, allowing it to
reach a focal point from an unground
fIat surface. By contrast, a lens with
an axial gradient requires grinding a
spherical surface.

Even with computers, GRlN materi-
als are still tricky to produce. Most are
made using an ion-exchange process in
which an ion such as potassium from a
molten salt bath trades places with an-
other metal in the glass, like thallium.
In this case, those areas with more thal-
lium, the heavier element, have a higher
refractive index. It can take a month or
more for sufficient ions to diffuse into
the glass, and the amount of change in
refractive index is limited.

Isotec, a Tucson, Ariz., start-up com-
pany, claims to have come up with a
manufacturing technique that produc-
es a lens blank in a mailer of days
\1 hill' doubling the change that can be
achieved in the refractive index. The
company, which has yet to demon-
strate a finished lens, says the process
also results in larger blanks and bet-
ter control of the ,,·a) light is shaped
as it mOIl'S through the glass. The pro-

cess is carried out by fusing together
five to 10 layers of lead-silicate glass
in a platinum crucible at temperatures
of up to 1,500 degrees Celsius. lay-
ers with a greater refractive index con-
tain more lead atoms, which interact
strongly with photons.

Isotec got started five years ago, try-
ing to make lenses that could be used
to concentrate sunlight onto photolol-
taic cells. \Vhen early samples of the
glass shattered or turned opaque dur-
ing fabrication, the company brought
in Richard Blankenbecler, a particle
physicist who is head of the theoreti-
cal physics department at the Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center.

Blankenbecler suspected that the
glass was disintegrating because layers
with varying indexes expanded or con-
tracted differently in response to a tem-
perature change. By looking at techni-
cal specifications in glass catalogues.
he found some glasses whose thermal
properties did not change when the in-
dex did. If these glasses were used, the
different plates could be fused without
falling apart.

Now (sotec is talking to potential

GRADIENT-INDEX LENS

HIGHER INDEX

GRADIENT-INDEX LENSES can correct
for spherical and other optical aberra-
tions by continuously changing the re-
fractive index (bottom). Light rays hit-
ting a conventional lens, with its single
refractive index (top), may fail CO reach
a single focal point- Isotec's gradient-
index glasses (photograph), which are
being developed inco lenses, can bend
light independent of wavelength or sur-
face curvarure_
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